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Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT

APRIL • 2008

NEXT DFC MEETING

Wednesday,
APRIL 9 , 2008

PIZZA and Chit-Chat at 6:00 PM
Meeting- 7:00 PM

American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.

in Tempe

Come join us for our APRIL meeting with guest speaker Denny Johnson

Denny Johnson will guide you through a great DVD presentation of float fishing
in Alaska.  You will want to be there.
"I joined my two sons, Scott & Mark and three family friends on a remote, self guided
float/fishing trip to Alaska in early September of 2007 for one week.  Our aim was BIG rain-
bows, Sockeye and Silver Salmon as well as Dolly Varden and Grayling. Three fishers in each
raft with all of our gear floated over fifty miles on the Middle Fork of the Goodnews River that
flows into Bristol Bay.  Over a year in planning destination, gear and  float plane outfitter paid
off handsomely with memories of a lifetime. Our trip was nicely documented by a profession-
al DVD program put together by one of my sons who is a CBS anchor/reporter in the Dallas
Fort Worth area." Denny Johnson
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3) Using the Simi Seal build up the body of
the fly up to the bead. 
4) Wrap the hackle forward and tie off
behind the bead.
5) Trim off excess and whip finish.

This fly works very well in all the lakes, I
also tie it with Crawdad colored Simi Seal
with a Brown Hackle, fish it with an
Intermediate or Type 2 sinking line.

Hook: Size 10 or 12  2x long (TMC 5262
or similar)
Thread: Black
Bead: 1/8”
Tail: Red Floss
Body: Simi Seal (Black Red)
Hackle: Black

1) Slide the bead on the hook and start
thread at rear of the hook stopping just
above the barb, tie in the floss (tail is
approximately _ the length of the body). 
2) Tie in hackle.

LITTLE BUGGER

....from Bill Thyng’s Tying Bench
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In a recent Lee Wulff newsletter, we had the recipe for a Pheasant Tail Soft Hackle fly
that worked great for me in the Cheese Country waters last year. Thus, while tying soft
hackles, several variations of that soft hackled fly were done, using the same general pat-
tern but changing the body materials and the way weight was added to the fly.

For those who feel that using a bead head is simply not the thing to do, when tying in the
gold wire ribbing, I made approx. 10 – 12 turns of the wire in the thorax area, directly
behind the partridge hackle, and then made the thorax in a contrasting color to the body
dubbing. Peacock herl or other materials can also be used for a contrasting thorax, if
desired. 

In the picture- the top fly has the Pheasant Tail body with the three remaining rows of
flies being: Natural Hare’s Ear (row 2), Hare’s Ear Plus Natural (row 3), and then Hare’s
Ear Plus Dark (bottom row). The “wire wrapped” flies are on the left with the beaded fly
with the same body / dubbing to its right.

Since Hare’s Ear and Pheasant Tail nymphs have often worked well for me, I expect the
addition of the Partridge hackle to add a little more lifelike attraction to the Browns,
Brooks, and Rainbows during your next fishing trip.

Recipes:
Hook: Daiichi #1550 or 1560 (Mustad 3906 or 3906B) size 12 - 18
Silk: Pearsall Gossamer Silk – Orange or Brown
Body: Pheasant Tail herl

Natural Hare’s Ear
Hareline’s Hare’s Ear Plus Natural (#1)
Hareline’s Hare’s Ear Plus Dark (#2)

Ribbing: Gold Ultra wire
Weight: Gold Cyclops bead head or 10 wraps of gold ultra wire in thorax area
Thorax Dubbing: (Optional) – peacock herl or
Hackle: Natural Partridge

The FLY BOX...

Partridge Hackled Nymphs                    from Robert Olach- Lee Wulff TU Chapter

Meet Robert Olach from the Lee Wulff Trout Unlimited Chapter in
West Dundee, Illinois... Bob has been gracious enough to let us take
a peek at some of his flies that he uses on his favorite trout streams in
the Midwest. I personally have been a big fan of many Soft Hackle
patterns- they’ve served me well everywhere I’ve stepped into my
waders. The Pheasant Tail with it’s ribbed pattern that Bob mentions
here, has always worked when it’s cast into any small drift out and
downstream. The patterns that Bob has experienced I thought would
be of interest to our DFC Trout Bum family. I hope you’ll tie some of
these up and keep them handy. We’ll feature Bob and some of his pat-
terns in future DFC newsletters as time permits.
Thanks, Bob. R.McKeon, DFC Editor

Bob Olach may be reached at: robert.ol@sbcglobal.net

When you bait your hook with your heart,
the fish always bite!

JOHN BURROUGHS (1884)
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DFC 
Library Needs You!!!
Reminder...We are in the process
of increasing our DVD collection.
If you have an flyfishing related
DVD’s and you would like to
donate them Please see Gary
Cohen at the April DFC meeting.

MEMBERHIP CORNER
Membership drive ends in April.
This is the last month to renew
your 2008 membership to be in
the Raffle for the 9ft, 4 pc, 4 wt
that Gerry Wiemelt has built for
the membership drive.  Drawing
will be at the May meeting.   I have
lots of names tags that have not
been picked up.  After our May
meeting I will discard all nametags
that have not renewed their mem-
bership for 2008.  
New Members: Jim McLaughlin,
Tom Wheeling, Frank Bennett,
Doug Bobb, Karl Schultz, Kerry
Clinite, Nate & Stanley Thurber,
Fred & Dixie Shutf, Ty & Janet
Coleman.

2008 DFC EDUCATION
SESSIONS 
As fly fisherman, we always want to find
new and better ways to do things. Okay,
for some of us, it’s about doing this
cheaper and more efficiently. So
whether you’re new to Fly fishing or
someone with years of experience,
what would you like to learn or share
with other members? 
Some of our up and coming events will
include making your own leaders, mak-
ing a furled leader, and equipment
maintenance. What else would you like
to learn? Please give us your sugges-
tions. Contact David Hwang at
dhwang1221@aol.com or call him at
480-392-0896

International Sports Expo 2008
By Gerry Wiemelt

The ISE show went off without a hitch this year. Doc
Nickel and I went out (and I do mean OUT!) to the
Glendale stadium and setup the booth on Wednesday,
for the Friday opening. It is a ways out there, about 45
minutes from Mesa, but an easy drive on the 202 &
101. 
Our booth was located in a prime spot on one side of
the casting pond, with the Arizona Fly casters Club on
the other. I had the chance to attend several interesting
seminars on elk hunting and fishing, and found a cou-
ple of interesting ideas for future fly fishing trips.

We had a total of 67 people sign up for the upcom-
ing March 29th free casting clinic and handed out over
325 DFC brochures. I’m always amazed at the number
of people who do not realize the fly fishing opportuni-
ties we have here in Arizona.

I had the opportunity to teach an 11 year old boy
how to tie a fly. From the look on his face I’d say we
have a new fly tier in the making!

I’d like to give thanks to all who donated their time
and experience to make the booth a success. This
included:

John & Karen Clausen, Richard Hall. Ward Thompson, Tom McGrain, Peter Jones, Dave Weaver
David Acree, Dan Brackett, Gary Hall, Charlie Rosser, Eric Larson, David Hwang, Doug Walker Chip
Steinburg, Denny Johnson, Jerry King, Bob Harrison, Doc Nickel, and my wife, Kitty Wiemelt

And a special thanks to Doc Nickel and Bob Harrison who stayed to help close. Since we had to cart the
podium, tables, chairs, carpet, banners, etc up the loading ramp and out to the truck, the help was really
appreciated!

This month tying session will be the Diamond Hair Minnow.  We are hoping
to have John Rohmer there to instruct on tying the fly.

Hook: Gamakatsu SC15 #1-2/0 (It Very Important to use this specific hook when tying
this pattern, it is the right weight and has the required short shank to avoid the mate-
rial from wrapping around and fowling the fly). 
Thread: 6/0 Uni White. 
Bottom: ADH Pearl/Green (ADH = Arizona Diamond Hair) 
Top: Successive layers of ADH Silver Minnow, ADH Light Silver, ADH Peacock. 
Eyes: 3D Holographic Silver, Red or Yellow (#2 hook use 2.5mm size eye, & #1/0 hook
use a 3mm eye). 
Weight: 15 wraps of lead (appropriate size for hook) covered with Mylar. 

Here ia a link to instructions if you would like to take a look. 
http://www.flyanglersonline.com/flytying/fotw2/041607fotw.php 

FLY TYING

Our next Beginning Fly Tying session is sheduled for April 23rd...
further details will be discussed at our April club meeting as to

when, and where to meet. 
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Ways To Save On Gas
And Not Compromise
Fishing Trips This
Summer
by Tim Cavileer – taken from the Clearwater
Fly Casters newsletter

1. Fish at destinations that can only be
reached by bush planes. This one ties in
nicely with No 3. If you’re going to risk
tree top skimming into a grass strip
back in the Frank Church Wilderness,
you might as well stay the whole week,
plus BOTH weekends. 
2. Take your fishing partner’s rig. If you
time it right, you can invite your buddy
on trips to the local spots while alter-
nating trips further a field in his vehicle.
3. Stay an extra day. Two days on the
stream are always better than one. In
fact, if a little is good, a lot must be bet-
ter. Stay the whole week.
4. Combine trips. Were you planning to
fish for cutts on the St. Joe and the rain-
bows on the Henry’s Fork this summer?
Shoot, spend the first week on the Joe
then swing down to the Henry’s Fork for
the second. Here again, the rule of mul-
tiples applies: it stands to reason that
good fishing begets good fishing so
common sense says it will be closer to
drive to the next fishing spot than it is to
drive all the way home. A swing through
northern Idaho lends itself to western
Montana, Montana is just a skip down
to Yellowstone and Yellowstone leads to
eastern Idaho. Once there you can
leisurely fish your way back to Moscow
through the South Fork of the Snake,
the Big Wood, Silver Creek and Big
Creek.
5. Always grab two of any fly fishing
items when visiting the fly shop. It’s bet-
ter to stock up on two of everything the
first time than make two trips duplicat-
ing your fly tying needs.
6. Remove all unnecessary items from
the fishing rig. What’s that spare tire
really costing you? Think in terms of
fishing weight equivalent units. One
properly inflated spare tire is worth 0.5
fishing weight units. A properly outfitted
vest, 3 fishing weight units. Therefore,
you don’t really need those 6 extra tires
in the truck. Take the vest instead.
Unassembled rods and reels are like
broken cookies – they don’t count and
fall under the empty calorie rule, or in
this case the empty fishing weight units.
7. Slow down. There’s no need to hurry
since you’ll be staying an extra week.
Enjoy the view.
8. Invest in alternative fuels. Stock up
on hay for the goats. The three goats
will do nicely for the lawn and the gas
saved from the mower can be used to
take fishing trips instead.

April’s Education Session
...Notes and photo from David Hwang- DFC Education Chairman

Have you said to yourself, “Someday, I’m going to build my own fly rod.” If you’re like me, you may be
doubting yourself and asking whether you have the skills to do this or not. Perhaps you’re thinking this
is too hard and that all the equipment is too expensive and time consuming… Let me tell you, Dave
Weaver taught me to build my first rod and it was under $100 for a little four piece 2 weight rod and it
casts like a dream and I’ve used it as my pack rod for small streams. I recently took Dave’s class again
and built my 7wt rod and it casts further and more accurately than my 8wt and Dave walked me through,
step by step made it seem a lot easier than I had first thought. 

At our April meeting, come early and watch Dave Weaver demonstrate how you would go about build-
ing your first fly rod. Dave has been helping DFC members build there first fly rods in addition to hav-
ing over a decade of rod building experience. Come at 6 p.m., grab a slice of pizza and be prepared to
ask Dave how you can go about building your own fly rod. 

SIMPLE THOUGHTS FOR DIFFICULT TIMES 
by Vince Deadmond

Three dollar a gallon gas, two years ago and you didn’t go fish, four dollar a gallon gas now and you
are wondering how you are going to afford to go to work.  Most of the news seems like bad news, you
can’t sell your house, your 401K has taken a beating and yet one of the best mental lifts I know of is a
quick fishing trip.  It seems that for the last decade we have had something hanging around to kill the
fun.  Most everyone reading this article has several hundred (if not more) dollars worth of fly fishing gear
just waiting to go fishing.  You have already made an investment in your own fun (the gear), the next  step
would be to plan a fishing outing, and to make it more affordable invite a DFC buddy and split the cost
of the trip.

I just fished Canyon Creek in mid March and it is fishing good already.  Joe Staller and I had to work
at catching fish, but this spring and summer will be a great time to fish Canyon Creek.  We did manage
to catch 20 fish between us and they were 6 inch to 14 inch Rainbows and Browns.  The water was big,
slightly off color, and moving a bit more rapidly than it will be in a month or two.  Their was too much
water for my dry and dropper rig, but when I switched to a strike indicator with two BB shots and some
standard nymph patterns I started to catch a few fish.  We caught fish on semi seal leaches and buggars
and probably would have caught more fish if we would have used this method more.

So, unless your plan for this spring and summer is to set home and watch re-runs of Dancing With the
Stars, plan a day trip, a weekend get away, and invite another DFC’er and cut that $4 per gallon gas in
half.  The Rim is only two hours away so you don’t need a lot of gas.  I like fishing the small streams,
because you don’t need to drag around a lot of gear.  Your swim trunks, fishing shirt, Tevas, along with
a single box of flies, and your three weight, some water, snacks, sunglasses and you are good to go.  Fritz
says, “Don’t forget to take your dog, and doggie sunblock 50 for his nose.” When you return, write up
your adventure and send it in to the newsletter.  A trip does not need to cost a lot for you to have a good
time, and you can practice that dancing foot work on the slick rocks of a small stream.  Let’s face it,
nobody has as much fun as us fly fishers catching small fish.  Hope to see you on the water soon, and I
would like to read about your adventure in this newsletter.
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT TAPER
By Dave Leonhard

Most fly anglers learn early on to choose a line weight that matches their rod. It’s simple enough. If it’s a five weight, put a five
weight line on it. Some get creative and try over or under-lining their rod, but few beginners consider how the tapers affect their rod, casting and fish-
ing. Yet the fly line’s taper has an enormous impact on how the fly line performs. 

First, there are four basic types of tapers available today save for several “specialized” tapers for unique conditions or purposes. They are the
weight forward (WF), double taper (DT), shooting taper (ST), and level taper (L). 

Level lines have no tapering characteristics. They are the same diameter from tip to end. Level lines are not common today, have limited casting
value, and are the least expensive line to purchase. Weight forward, double taper and shooting taper lines are all composed of a tip section to which
we attach our leader, front taper, which tapers up to the large diameter belly, and a rear taper tapering down to a running line. Weight forward lines
have rear section called the running line. Shooting taper lines are designed to be attached to a separate running line.

While there are many technical, specialized tapers for very specific purposes, most beginning anglers need a versatile taper that is easy to cast and
effective to fish. Before the introduction of durable, self-lubricating fly lines, the taper of choice was a double taper. Double tapers offered the same
taper at either end of the line and a long, consistent belly in the middle. Since the line was the same at either end, when the one end became cracked
and worn, one could turn the line around and fish the other end making the line a much better value. It was like having two lines in one. 

Another advantage of the floating double taper’s larger diameter is that the belly will float better and thus can be mended more easily. Also, the
higher floating quality and increased weight of the larger diameter belly allows for longer roll casts. 

The double taper’s belly is also its disadvantage. The large diameter of the belly (more surface area) made shooting line difficult because of the
friction of the line rubbing against the guides as the line shot to a greater distance. Also, as the cast lengthened, the weight of the line became so
much greater than the weight the rod was designed to cast that the casting characteristics of the rod were often severely compromised. Since the line
weight is determined by the front thirty feet of the line (less the level tip section), a five weight double taper (140 grains) can be as heavy as a seven
weight (185 grains) when carrying fifty feet of line in the air. Obviously this can make a rod’s action seem much slower than expected. This made
carrying or shooting long lines more difficult. On the other hand, one could under-line the rod with a double taper and find acceptable casting char-
acteristics at longer lengths. However these are considerations not recommended for beginners. 

Double taper lines also have capacity limitations.  Because double taper lines are larger in diameter, they take up more room on a spool. Many of
today’s large arbor reels have limited line capacities. Double tapers often require larger and thus heavier reels to accommodate the larger diameter
line. 

Today’s weight forward lines are virtually identical to the double taper’s tip, front taper, and belly. However, weight forward lines taper down to
a very thin running line behind the rear taper. They are preferable for several reasons. First, modern fly lines are durable, lubricated, supple, and very
slick. Thus, they last longer, shoot better and stay cleaner. No longer do we need to turn our lines around every year. Also, the thin diameter running
line has little surface area and thus can shoot through the guides more easily to much greater distances than the long double taper belly. This makes
the weight forward line much easier for a beginner to make longer casts. 

Shooting tapers, sometimes referred to as “shooting heads”, are shorter lines, generally 30-40 feet, that are attached to very thin running lines; run-
ning lines that are even thinner than a weight forward running line. Consequently, one can shoot them farther, more easily. Shooting taper lines can
be floating, or sinking lines, but they are always attached to a separate running line. 

Specialty tapers are also available. Most are either shorter taper in front, for carrying more energy to the leader, or longer front taper for lighter,
more delicate presentations. The shorter taper hits the water harder and with more noise but will turn over wind resistant flies more easily. The longer
heads hit the water more lightly, but are harder for beginners to deliver. One common misconception is that the double taper has a longer front taper
and therefore offers a more delicate presentation on the delivery. However, as Bruce Richards points out in Modern Fly Lines, “Delivery delicacy is
determined by the length of the front taper, the diameter of the line’s tip, and the caster’s skill. Until just recently, most DT and WF lines had the
same front taper and tip diameter, so they delivered flies the same way.” Recent specialty lines do offer longer front tapers and tip sections that can
offer more delicate presentations, but do so at the expense of casting ease. 

The best choice for a beginner today is a weight forward line. They are easier to control and will shoot to farther targets more easily. As we explain
at the Trout Unlimited Fly Fishing School, the most important component in the tackle equation is the fly line. Choose the best fly line you can afford
with the floating, or sinking characteristics that suit your needs and then match it to a rod of the same weight. Remember, fly fishing is based on the
ability to deliver the fly to the target with the weight of the line. First choose the correct weight but consider the taper characteristics so that you make
your angling as easy as possible. To learn more about fly lines and their construction, refer to: Lefty’s Little Library of Fly Fishing: Modern Fly
Lines, by Bruce Richards, Odysseus Editions, Inc., Birmingham, Alabama, 1994.

Don’t forget to sign up for the 2008 Trout Unlimited Fly Fishing School at Ranch Rudolf.  It’s filling up fast so call Ron Joyce today at (989) 348-
1390. I’ll see you there!

Dave Leonhard is a master certified casting instructor for the Federation of Fly Fishers, casting instructor for the Michigan
Council TU Fly Fishing School, a life member of TU, a member of the Adams Chapter of Trout Unlimited in Traverse City, Michigan,
owner of Streamside Orvis in Traverse City, Michigan, and director of instruction for the Orvis Michigan Fly Fishing School at the
Homestead Resort in Glen Arbor, Michigan. 

Editors Notes...

Hey DFC’ers....I hope you enjoy the above article. This is from the quarterly magazine “Michigan Trout.” Ed Zebrowski, Jr. is the editor who along with his fine staff won
the Bollinger Award in 2006 for outstanding state TU magazine. I’ve been on their mailing list and in turn we’ve made sure they have a copy of our DFC monthly newslet-
ter. I appreciate Mr. Zebrowski’s generosity as well as Dave Leonhard and hope the above article helps us Desert Fly Casters Trout Bums in some small way....Thank
you Michigan Trout! R.McKeon, Editor



Date :__________

DESERT FLY CASTERS
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FORM

Would you like your monthly newsletter e-mailed to you   Yes___No ___
Are you a member of Federation of Fly Fishers (FFF) Yes___No ___

Name: ____________________________  

Address: __________________________

City:______________  State:________  Zip:____________

Home Phone:______________  Cell:_______________

Email:____________________________

Occupation: ___________________________

Annual Dues $35 (individual or family) $________
Type of membership: Re-newal___    New __

Name Tag $3 each:
Names
1:________________________

2:________________________ $________

Conservation: Amount of tax deductible donation: $________

TOTAL $________

Complete and bring to the next meeting or mail to the address below 

Meetings are 2nd Weds of every month
Meeting location - American Legion Post #2  2125 S. Industrial Park Ave, Tempe, AZ 

DESERT FLY CASTERS – PO BOX 42252 – MESA, AZ  85274-2252
Attention Membership

Web Address: www.desertflycasters.com
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Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa,AZ 85274-2252

MAIL TO: ☛

Cinda Howard- President
Steve Berry-Vice President

Mark Lucht- Treasurer
Donna Hatheway- Secretary

Outings- Bill Thyng

Programs- Dave Weaver

Retail - Gerry Wiemelt

Membership- Charlie Rosser

Education- David Hwang

Education Committee
Doug Walker

Conservation- Mike Yavello

Conservation Committee
Richard Hall, Bob Harrison

TU/FFF Liaison- Dan Schwartz

Videos & Books- Gary Cohen

Raffles- Tyler Stone

Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru 
Robert McKeon

Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor

Membership at Large- Doc Nickel 

Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com 

2008 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OUTINGS- 2008

REMEMBER without the members help there would be no outings. To host an outing all that you
have to do is schedule the date and place and then be there for the outing.  We’d like to hear
from you- Call Cinda at: 480-217-5089

April 18th / 20th (Fri – Sun) – Point of Pines 
Hosted by: Bill Thyng

May 16th / 18th  (Fri – Sun) Ashurst Lake in Flagstaff
Hosted by: Mark Lucht

June 27th / 29th White Mountain Extravaganza
(Hosted by: Steve Berry)

NOTE ALL DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
BASED ON HOST AVAILABILITY!!!!!

NOTICE!!!
If you are not a paid up DFC 

member by April 2008 you will not

be receiving a DFC Newsletter


